YULE
Wheel of the Year
Solstice which happens this year on December 21st at marks the very end of the solar year. In
ancient times the solstice, also called Yule was a time of celebrating the re-birth of the sun. Using
the metaphor of the year being like a life-cycle, Yule is akin to the first few weeks after a child is
born. (It is no co-incidence that the birth of Jesus is celebrated at this time, even though historians
agree Jesus was probably born during the summer). The season of Yule has always been associated
with new birth, especially the birth of a boy child. This is a time for quiet reflection and then merry
making. This is the time of year when we dream our realities into existence. We need the dark and
quiet reflection for that.

Sympathetic magic:
Many of the associations we now have with Christmas go back to the ancient idea of Sympathetic
magic. Using representations of what we want to create or see happen. The festival of lights at
Christmas time is an example of sympathetic magic to bring back the sun. Here are some other
examples:

• Evergreen: reminds us of life even in the midst of death
• Christmas trees: symbolizes the World Tree of Norse mythology. It is placed in a central place in

the home and decorated with representations of all life, (ornaments) and offerings left at the foot
(presents).
• Feasting : an act of faith, way to redistribute wealth

The Omen days:
12 days in which you could get a sign for every month of the year. In Renaissance times was the
25th-5, but their are roughly 12 days between Solstice and what we now know as the new year.
Seen as ‘time outside of time’ way to make up discrepancies in the calendar, adjust for a leap year.
Article by Caitlin Matthews:
http://caitlin-matthews.blogspot.com/2013/12/the-omen-days-twelve-days-of-christmas.html

Mythologic associations:
The Wild Hunt: Herne and the horned one: reindeer
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“The first day of Yule always occurs on the Winter Solstice, and is the beginning of our coldest
season. To many European tribes these first twelve days of winter were when the spectral 'Wild
Hunt' was most likely to race across the night sky. Ancient customs mark this as the time of the
opening of the Underworld's gates, when measures of protection were required for everyone, but
especially for the young and the sick. Mistletoe has long been considered a magical plant for its
medicinal as well as spiritual properties. To the Celts it was highly esteemed because it grew on
the sacred Oaks, offering one protection and enhancing fertility.”
Reference:
http://store.isisbooks.com/Yule_Winter_Solstice_Wild_Hunt_s/370.htm
Holly King and the Oak King: In some traditions the Holly King is defeated by the Oak King on
Solstice and he rules until Mid-summer where he is defeated once again. They are seen as different
aspects of the horned god. Holly King could be the ancient origin of Santa Clause. Driving a team
of 8 stags.
St Lucia: Catholic saint that is a hold over from pre-christian times. Depicted with a white dress,
red sash, and a wreath with 4 candles on her head. Hold over from Lussi, which was seen as
actually a trickster spirit. This also has connections with the wild hunt. and cautions to children to
stay inside during

Re-imagining traditions:
• Take a walk outside, and collect evergreen boughs that have blown down. Find a holly bush and
•
•
•
•

ask from some berries. Invite nature spirits inside with you.
Spend some time in the dark. Pick an evening, or just an hour each evening to turn out the lights
and light candles. sit with the dark and reflect. Let yourself do nothing.
Day of silent retreat: spend a day in silent retreat and meditation. Walk, journal, create, turn
inward.
Gift giving: Who holds the light for you? Who sustains you in the dark?
Wassailing: Singing and pouring out offerings to the fruit trees.

Jeanette Winterson article. http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2009/oct/31/jeanettewinterson-night-guide
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